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 Large solid angle 
-> Increase efficency  (                    

 Electrically Segmented HPGe detectors and Gamma-ray “tracking” 
-> Peak-to-total (Escape supression)

INTRO

There is a new age in nuclear structure research, and it requires the new 
generation of detector systems with unprecendent level of sensitivity 
and count-rate capabilities.

In AGATA combined:



Gamma-ray “tracking” algorithm require
 Position of interactions -> PS
 Time of interaction
 Energy deposition


Pulse shape analysis (PSA) can tell more 
precisely about position of interaction within 
segment. 

But it has the flaw - it can not separate two 
close interactions and sees one instead.




What the challenge is?
Prediction of number of interactions within 
segment:

Simulate data with GEANT4 

Use it in case of real data

Build and train neural 
network



Short explanation of deep learning



The first approach



The second approach
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The third approach
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The fourth approach

Exact meaning

 Probability distributions inside layers:

2. Cross-entropy for target and output:

Random value from 
distributions

-- probability to find “i” number 
of interactions



Impossibility to train

Our result

How it should look 



The fifth approach (in process)



The complexity of fifth approach

 Each crystal has isolated data storage - the only conection 
is time.

 Size of vectors with whole pulse shapes much bigger than 
sizes of previous input data sets.



That means that computation needs much more time than 
before. Regardless, with PS we can use all possible 
information from detector.



Experiment with latest model (in process)

 Create set of files which contains hyperparameters: 
learning rate, epochs, batch size

 Run model with different files and save the result (list of 
loss and accuracy) according to it’s hyperparameters

 Ploting different results in order to find if it changed
 Repeat points 1-3 for different models (data formats, 

sets of layers, sizes of datasets).



Conlusions
Stochastic nature of data (experimental or simulated), as I 
understand, gives the most weightfull impact on imposibility to 
train the Neural Network. 



But physics tells that there are should be some patterns even if 
we don’t see it explicitly: directions of scattering and closeness 
of different events is not completely random. 



That is why we use Deep Learning process - to find some 
implicit connection. And with the increasing complexity, I 
believe, we will reach the aim.



Thank you for your 
attention!


